
US Inspector General Examining Whether
Obama Received False IS Intelligence -
White House

WASHINGTON, September 11 (Sputnik) - The US Office of Inspector
General is investigating whether President Barack Obama received
altered intelligence on the Islamic State, White House Press Secretary
Josh Earnest said during a daily press briefing on Friday. "There is an
ongoing Inspector General investigation, and so I am reluctant to say
very much about this specific case because of that investigation,"
Earnest stated. On Wednesday, the Daily Beast reported that more
than 50 intelligence analysts working at US Central Command
(CENTCOM) said intelligence reports on the Islamic State and al-Qaeda
in Syria have been altered by senior CENTCOM officials to downplay
the threat they pose. Earnest said, President Obama believes that as a
general matter the members of the US intelligence community are
providing him with accurate information about what the enemies of the
United States are up to. However, he noted the question of the alleged
false intelligence reports is "a matter that continues to be under
investigation." "Rather than worry about what the outcome of that
investigation might be, we’ll allow that independent investigation to
run its course," Earnest explained. The US intelligence community,
Earnest pointed out, is aware of the high standards Obama has set in
order to understanding the situation on the ground, regardless of
whether the information has positive or negative implications. "I think,
in a variety of areas, the president has been quite clear about his
insistence that here in the United States that we are going to confront
our challenges head on, and we are not going to bury our head in the
sand," Earnest said. Obama would prefer a "cold eyed assessment" of
what is happening in the world, so the United States can make the best
decisions, Earnest concluded.
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